
Unit:
Pastels and Proportion



Sometimes referred to as “dry painting,” 
pastels are easy to use and are great for 

bright colors, blending, and creating 
texture.  

Drawing with Pastels 



Drawing with Pastels
Sometimes referred to as “dry painting,” pastels are easy 
to use and are great for bright colors, blending, and 
creating texture.

Oil Pastels Chalk Pastels

https://vm.tiktok.com/VddLgJ/ 
https://vm.tiktok.com/Vd1nHL/ 

https://vm.tiktok.com/VdYs93/ 
https://vm.tiktok.com/VdroR5/ 

https://vm.tiktok.com/VddLgJ/
https://vm.tiktok.com/Vd1nHL/
https://vm.tiktok.com/VdYs93/
https://vm.tiktok.com/VdroR5/


Pastel techniques - follow along!
1. Back and forth strokes

○ Move your hand in a continuous back and forth motion, without 
lifting your pastel off of the paper. This is a good way to fill in 
different areas of your drawing with a lot of solid, intense color. 

2. Heavy pressure vs. light pressure
○ You can use lighter pressure to get a softer, more subtle color.

3. Hatching and cross-hatching



Building color with pastels - follow along!

● Add black to make color darker, 
add white to make color lighter

● Layering
○ Layer one color over another to mix new 

colors

● Blending
○ Use your finger or a small piece of 

fabric/sponge/paper towel to blend the 
colors together



Sgraffito (Scratching into the oil pastel)
1. Apply thick layers of oil pastel

2. Use a toothpick or other pointed tool to scratch into the 
layers of oil pastel

3. Create a variety of patterns



FORMATIVE 1:  
In your sketchbook, create 2 drawings (of anything) using oil 
and chalk pastels. 
Experiment with different ways to blend, smudge, layer, scratch, and mix colors! 

Fill up 2 pages:
● One drawing using oil pastels:

○ You can draw a landscape, design, or 
picture of your choice.

● One drawing using chalk pastels:
○ Find a picture online to reproduce.

***Cover your drawings with a piece of paper and 
tape so it does not smudge!

2 days(?)



  Proportion & Scale
When the principle of proportion is applied to a work of art it is 
usually in the relationship of size. That is, the size of one 
element as compared to the size of another related element 
within the same composition. ... Size of one element to the size 
of another element. Amount of space between two or more 
elements.



KAHOOT!

Guess the object… 

https://create.kahoot.it/share/extreme-close-ups/6c2d98ce-8f3c-4265-90d6-e053e
2adf53f 

https://create.kahoot.it/share/extreme-close-ups/6c2d98ce-8f3c-4265-90d6-e053e2adf53f
https://create.kahoot.it/share/extreme-close-ups/6c2d98ce-8f3c-4265-90d6-e053e2adf53f


Georgia O’Keeffe
O’Keefe’s flowers were painted in such a 
close-up view that the colors and shapes 
form an abstract design.  



Odilon Redon



FORMATIVES
❑ 1. Free Drawing - Make 2 drawings (of anything) using oil and 

chalk pastels to experiment with techniques.

❑ 2. Pinterest.com - Create a Pinterest board titled “PROPORTION 
and SCALE”. Save ~20 images of art with interesting 
PROPORTION and SCALE. (Look up O’Keefe, Magritte, Redon)

Send me the link to your Pinterest page on Google Classroom!!!!!!

✓



Summative
Inquiry Question: What makes an object interesting to you?

● Create an extreme close-up drawing of an object that’s 
interesting to YOU!



Summative - Handout
STEPS TO FOLLOW:

Step 1. Look at the world around you. Find 3 objects that are interesting to you from 
the classroom bins, shelves, or bring an item into class.

Step 2. Use the camera on your chromebook to take a picture “up close” of each 
object. You can crop each picture or resize it to change the proportion or scale. 
This can even make it ABSTRACT! 

Step 3. Upload your 3 pictures to Google Classroom.

Step 4. Choose your favorite picture and create a drawing of it using chalk and/or oil 
pastels. Draw lightly with pencil, first!



Teacher Example



Enhance your drawing by adding 

thick layers of color and texture!



Remember Composition!

Your object should fill the 
entire paper with minimal 

background space.



Some ideas…. 
Your eye!





Some ideas…. 
An earring or necklace



Some ideas…. 
Shoes/shoelaces



Some ideas…. 



Some ideas…. 
                                         A zipper



Some ideas…. 
           Food



Some ideas…. 
Corn…….?



Some ideas…. 
                          A ball point pen 



Some ideas…. 
 A pencil?



Some ideas…. 
 Skin?





Some ideas…. 
Flowers!





Some ideas…. 
Anything! Get creative!


